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**Seat Height Adjustment**
Stand up and pull lever to raise seat height or pull lever while sitting in chair to lower seat height to desired position.

**Arm Caps**
Apply hand pressure for front to back, side to side, and pivoting left to right positions.

**Height Adjustable Arm**
Engage button to slide arm up or down for height adjustability.

**Width Adjustable Arm**
To engage upright width adjustment, push lever down and move arm to desired position and lift lever up.

**Seat Depth Adjustment**
Pull lever up and slide seat front or back to desired position.

**4-Position Synchro Lock**
To lock back in upright position, lift up on lever; to unlock, push down on lever. To lock chair in another angled position lean back to desired position and lift up on lever; to unlock, push down on lever.
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